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Abstract. Flashcards, or any sort of question-answer pairs, are a fundamental tool in education. However, the creation of question-answer pairs
is a tedious job which often defers independent learners from properly
studying a topic. We seek to provide a tool to automatically generate
flashcards from Wikipedia articles to make independent education more
attractive to a broader audience. We investigate different state-of-the-art
natural language processing models and propose a pipeline to generate
flashcards with different levels of detail from any given article. We evaluate the proposed pipeline based on its computing time and the number
of generated and filtered questions, given the proposed filtering method.
In a user study, we find that the generated flashcards are evaluated as
helpful. Further, users evaluated the quality of human created flashcards
that are available open source as comparable to or only slightly better
than the automatically generated cards. 1
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Introduction

The recent development of artificial intelligence make available a new set of
tools that can be exploited to advance the field of personalized education. In the
last years, we have seen how, thanks to new deep learning methods, machines
have attained super-human performance in a large number of language-related
tasks [33]. These methods can accelerate the development of personalized education by automatically generating instructional material. Generating instructional
materials manually is a costly task that requires instructors to select and cure
large amounts of information. With a growing internet, an ever-increasing (and
overwhelming) amount of information and data is available. However, it is challenging for a person to learn in a systematic manner from this information. To
?
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improve human learning, it is necessary to structure the information into instructional materials that select the most relevant points and guide learning.
Automatically generating these materials can widely accelerate human learning
while giving each person the freedom to learn any arbitrary topic of her interest.
A well-known and effective format for instructional materials are flashcards
[30]. Flashcards are small cards (physical or virtual) with a question written on
the front face and the answer to that question written on the back face. Flashcards stimulate learning by hiding the answer that the student is trying to learn.
A big advantage of flashcards is that they are topic-independent, i.e., flashcards
can be used to learn anything: languages, history, mathematics... Nevertheless,
a large number of flashcards is necessary to cover a given topic or subtopic, and
preparing good flashcards requires good summarization skills, all of which makes
the process of manually producing flashcards challenging and time consuming.
In this work, we present a system for automatically generating flashcards
about any arbitrary topic. We leverage recent advances in language processing, in
particular transformer-based models [32], to extract questions and answers from
input text. We implement our system as a web application that takes as input the
title of a Wikipedia article and outputs flashcards for that article. We evaluate
the application, profiling generation time and the number of flashcards produced.
Furthermore, we run a user study to assess the quality of our automatically
generated cards in comparison to human-created cards. The results show that
the quality of our automatically generated cards is similar to the quality of cards
generated by humans. Our system has the flexibility of generating instructional
materials (in the form of flashcards) for any topic a student may be interested
in, beyond standard curricula. We build our system as a web application that
serves as both, a proof-of-concept of how current technologies allow automatic
generation of materials for learning, as well as a first step towards a completely
functional tool to enhance learning anywhere and about anything.

2

Related Work

Automatic question generation for educational purposes is a growing research
area with many works focusing on assessment and template based question generation [13]. In a recent trend, data driven approaches that use neural networks
became more prominent in many natural language processing tasks, including question generation [21]. These data driven approaches might struggle to
extract questions that require several steps of reasoning as in the LearningQ
dataset [6]. However, for flashcard generation, simple factoid questions are often
preferred. We therefore focus on models that perform well on the Wikipedia
based SQuADv1 dataset [24], which was originally developed for question answering models but can be re-purposed for context based question generation.
On this dataset, transformer based approaches for question generation [12, 5,
19, 7, 3] are currently preforming best in terms of n-gram similarity metrics such
as ROUGE-L [17]. This is likely due to the fact that these models benefit from
large scale unsupervised pretraining. Our implementation is based on the pub-
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licly available code of [22], which follows ideas from [5, 19] and [1] and achieves
results not far behind the state-of-the-art [3].
As a pre-processing step, text summarization can be used to reduce the text
from which questions are to be generated. Automatically summarizing text is
the focus of a large body of research and a number of datasets exist that are
used to benchmark progress [11, 28, 26]. There are two types of summarization:
extractive [36], the summary consist of sentences copied from the original text;
and abstractive [10], the sentences do not coincide with the original text but
the meaning does. Abstractive summarization is both, more natural and harder.
Recently proposed models [34, 35, 16, 23] have achieved new state-of-the-art results as measured by ROUGE-L score. Here, we leverage this progress and use
abstractive summarization for content selection before question generation.
The general idea of filtering questions in a post-processing step has been
explored in different settings [14, 4, 18, 20, 1]. Using a question-answering system
to filter questions where the answers do not align, was proposed by [1] to create
a synthetic data corpus for pretraining a question-answering model. We use this
approach in our system with slight adjustments. Compared to their approach
of filtering all questions where answers do not align, we relax the filtering by
allowing for questions where the extracted answers and the answers produced
by the question-answer model yield a sufficient overlap.
The main contribution of this work is an end-to-end application that allows
for flashcard generation based on a Wikipedia article freely chosen by the users.
Our work thereby differs from the work of [8] that created a fixed size corpus
for scientific investigation. Also, despite the existence of many applications that
allow for the design and/or studying of flashcards, we only encountered one
working application which allows for automated flashcard creation [9]. This application uses a key-phrase based system for the creation of flashcards in the
biological and medical domain. In contrast, our approach does not rely on key
phrases and is therefore applicable to a much wider range of topics.

3

Method

Generating meaningful flashcards from an arbitrary piece of text is not a trivial
problem. Currently, there does not exist a single model that can alone perform
this task. We therefore divide the flashcard generation process into four subtasks that cover more general and well-studied problems that can be individually
addressed by state-of-the-art models. In particular, we build a pipeline consisting
of four stages: summarization, answer identification, question generation and
question answering. Figure 1 shows a depiction of this pipeline.
Summarization By definition, a summary contains the most relevant information for a general understanding of the corresponding text. Thus, generating
flashcards from a summary reduces the level of detail in the resulting flashcards,
in comparison to using the original text as input. A summarization stage gives
the user the freedom of deciding between two levels of detail for the information
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of the flashcard generation system. The summarization step is optional.

contained in the flashcards. If more detailed flashcards are preferred, the summarization step is skipped and the input text is passed directly to the next step
of the pipeline. Otherwise, a summary is generated from the input text and fed
into the next stage.
Answer extraction After the optional summarization step, we proceed to generate flashcards by identifying potential answers in the text. To this end, we
use a model for answer extraction, which receives as input a piece of text and
finds words or groups of words that can be answers to questions. These answers,
together with the original text, are passed as input to the next stage.
Question generation In this stage we use an answer-aware question generation
model to generate answer specific-questions. This way, the output of this stage
is the set of question-answer tuples that we need for flashcards. However, the
question-answer tuples generated at this point tend to include some questions
that either make no sense or are incorrect. Therefore, we include a final step in
our pipeline to filter out unusable questions.
Filtering To filter out erroneous questions, we use a model for question answering. For each question-answer tuple we provide this model with the question
and the paragraph where the answer can be found. If the answer provided by
the question-answering model overlaps enough with the answer from which the
question was generated, then the question-answer tuple is accepted, otherwise it
is discarded.

4

Implementation

We implement our flashcard generation pipeline as a web application. The interface of our application is simple and intuitive. The main screen displays the
existing flashcard decks and their status, e.g., “Generating”, “Complete”, as
well as a button to add a new deck. When clicking on this button the user is
prompted a screen where they should provide a title of a Wikipedia article they
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want flashcards from. Given this title, the application suggests a number of actual Wikipedia articles; this way, if the article name is redundant, i.e., there are
more than one article with the same name, disambiguation results are suggested.
Once the Wikipedia article is selected, the user can define which sections of the
article they want flashcards from, and whether summarization should be applied
or not. Finally, the user can choose the name of the generated deck, by default
the name of the corresponding Wikipedia article is given.
Regarding, the implementation of each stage of our system, we use the following models to build the pipeline:
Summarization We use DistilBART for summarization [29, 16], pre-trained on
the CNN/DailyMail summarization dataset [11]. The maximum input length
of this model is 1024 tokens, which is less than a long Wikipedia article. To
circumvent this issue, our summaries are generated paragraph-wise.
Answer extraction We use T5 fine-tuned on the SQuADv1 dataset for answer extraction [22, 23]. At inference time, for each paragraph we highlight one sentence
at a time and feed it together with the rest of the paragraph to the model. The
model extracts answers from the highlighted sentence leveraging the additional
context information contained in the rest of the paragraph. To stay within the
admitted input size of the model, we clip the paragraphs to 512 tokens.
Question generation Here we use T5 fine-tuned on the SQuADv1 dataset for
answer-aware question generation [22, 23]. For each extracted answer, we append
the corresponding paragraph as context and feed it to the model. Again, to not
exceed the maximum input size we clip the input to a length of 512 tokens.
Filtering For filtering we use DistilBERT fine-tuned using a second step of knowledge distillation on the SQuADv1 dataset for question answering [31, 27]. Similar
to the previous steps, we feed the model at inference time with each of the generated questions together with their corresponding paragraphs. We calculate an
overlap score between the answer obtained in the answer extraction step and
the answer produced by this question-answering model. The overlap score we
calculate here is the ratio of identical bigrams over the total number of bigrams.
Questions with an overlap score below 0.75 are discarded. Duplicates and questions whose answer is the title of the article are also discarded.
For each of the stages of our system, many different models exist in the
literature. We selected each specific model based on their fitness to the task
(i.e., models that are trained on Wikipedia based data-sets) as well as their
availability as open source implementation.
Once a deck is generated, the user can interact with the flahscards in two
different ways: 1) in grid view, 2) in study mode. In grid view, all the cards of
the deck are displayed in a grid, showing the question faces. When the mouse is
placed over the question, the card flips showing the answer to that question. In
study mode, one question is presented at a time and after clicking the answer
is revealed. In this mode the user can edit the card as well as give feedback
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Fig. 2. Grid view for the topic Dante Alighieri. The white squares contain the questions
and the yellow square is the answer to “What Boethius work did Dante read?”.

about it, choosing from four options: “The answer does not fit the question”,
“The answer is wrong”, “The answer is trivial” and “Other” (where the user
can input their own text). Finally, after the answer is shown, the user is asked to
label the difficulty of the card choosing from five possibilities, from “Too easy”
to “Too hard” or alternatively, as “Not interested”. These feature may be used
in future work for designing algorithms that decide the optimal card ordering
for human learning. Figure 2 shows an example of generated cards displayed in
grid view.
To make our cards usable beyond our web application, we provide the option
of exporting the generated cards as text file that can be imported into Anki. Anki
is a popular framework for flashcard-based learning with a large community of
users that share their own flashcard decks as well as a number of commercial
applications for smart-phones and web to help learning. This way, our generated
flashcards are compatible with existing commercial applications and the users
can choose the learning platform they prefer.

5

Evaluation

In this section we evaluate objective parameters of our flashcard generation
pipeline, such as compute time or number of questions generated. Conversely,
in Section 6 we evaluate the subjective quality of the generated cards through
a user study. We divide our objective evaluation in two parts: 1) summarization
step and 2) question generation and filtering step.
5.1

Summarization

Since we do not have reference summaries of the pieces of text that we are aiming
to summarize, we cannot rely on the ROUGE score, which is the most common
metric for summary quality. Instead, we calculate two values, similarity and error
rate, that do not require a reference summary. The similarity score gives us a
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Table 1. Comparison of T5, BART and DistilBART summarization.
Model
T5
BART
DistilBART

Similarity
0.912
0.947
0.937

Error Rate
0.129
0.057
0.052

notion of how faithful the summary is to the original text, while the error rate
quantifies the linguistic correctness of the summary.
To calculate the similarity score we use Sentence-BERT [25] to compute an
embedding of each sentence in the original text and in the summary. Then, we
calculate a context vector for the original text by adding up all of its sentence
embeddings. We do the same for the summarized text. This results in two context
vectors, one representing the original text and one representing the summary.
Our similarity score is the cosine similarity of these two vectors. The error rate
is the percentage of erroneous tokens. To calculate it, we determine the number
of wrong tokens using LanguageTool [15] and divide this number by the total
number of tokens. If a sentence has no end-of-sentence token, it is considered
incomplete and an error is added to the count.
To determine which model to use in the summarization step, we compare
three state-of-the-art models: T5, BART, and DistilBART (the distilled version
of BART). In Table 1 we compare the models in terms of similarity and error rate scores over the introduction of 256 Wikipedia articles. These articles
were randomly selected based on the requirement that their introductions have
more than 200 tokens. BART presents the highest similarity score and DistilBART the lowest error rate. This result is in line with the fact that BART
obtains higher ROUGE score than T5 in summarization benchmarks such as
CNN/DailyMail [23, 16].
Since we are implementing our system as a web application, we need to consider computation time: to improve user experience we are interested in reducing
as much as possible the time needed for the system to generate the cards. Using
the same set of 256 Wikipedia articles we calculate the average time it takes
for BART and DistilBART to summarize the introductions, when running on a
24GB Nvidia Titan RTX GPU. While BART needs on average 6.1 seconds per
article, DistilBART requires only 3.7 seconds, i.e., DistilBART is 1.64 faster.
While the absolute difference in computation time might seem small, we note
that the computation time scales linearly with the article length, as articles are
fed one paragraph at a time. We therefore choose DistilBART for the summarization step of our system, as the total speed up is significant and obtains a
similarity score and an error rate comparable to BART.
5.2

Question Generation and Filtering

We study the performance of the question generation and filtering stage of our
pipeline in terms of computing time and questions generated. We use 1024 randomly selected articles from Wikipedia with more than 200 tokens and analyse
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Table 2. Average number of questions generated and kept after filtering.

Original
Summary

Per
Per
Per
Per

section
article
section
article

Time
14.3 s
240.5 s
9.3 s
151.2 s

Number of Questions
10.4
178.4
8.6
144.0

Questions after Filter
8.7
148.2
7.2
120.5

the number of questions generated. In Table 2, we report the average number of
flashcards generated and the average number of flashcards kept after the filtering
stage.
We see that even after applying our filtering step the number of questions
kept, i.e., questions that meet a minimal quality requirement, is relatively large.
In particular, generating 148.2 questions on average for a Wikipedia article implies that a student can access a significant amount of information from the cards.
Furthermore, from the results we see that summarization helps in reducing the
number of questions that are discarded.
From the results presented in this section, we cannot assess the quality and
usefulness of the generated cards, since this is a feature that depends on human
perception. However, we can visually examine some examples of flashcards to
have a notion of what kind of question-answer pairs our model generates. Table 3 shows the first four question-answer tuples generated for the article Animal
Farm (novel by George Orwell) for the summary of the introduction. From the
examples we see that generally, the generated cards are grammatically correct
and contain meaningful information. However, to evaluate flashcard quality in a
more rigorous manner, in the next section we conduct a user study.
Table 3. Flashcards from the Wikipedia article on Animal Farm by George Orwell.
Question

Answer

Who did George Orwell write a letter to about Animal Farm?
Who do the farm animals rebel against?
When was Animal Farm written?

Yvonne Davet

What are two other variations of the title of Animal
Farm?

6

Human farmer
Between November 1943
and February 1944
A Satire and A Contemporary Satire

User study

Given the strong perceptual component of flashcards, the best way of evaluating
the quality of automatically generated cards is with a user study. In this study,
we are interested in determining three aspects: usefulness for learning, linguistic
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Table 4. Questions in the user study
Question
1) Is this card helpful for people who are studying this topic?
2) The text on the card makes sense to me.
3) Is the answer to this question correct?

Scale
0−3
0−3
0−1

comprehensibility and content correctness. In our user study, we ask about this
three aspects and define a four-point scale for helpfulness and comprehensibility
(strongly disagree, disagree, agree and strongly agree), and a binary scale for
perceived content correctness (“I think the answer is incorrect”, “I think the
answer is correct/I do not know”). Table 4 displays the detail of the questions
asked in the study. During the study, the user is shown one card at a time and
has to answer the three questions before the next card is displayed.
The study consisted of 50 cards, from which 25 are generated by our automatic flashcard generation system, and the other 25 are created by humans. We
obtain the human-created cards from flashcard decks that are freely available
online in Anki format [2]. At the beginning of the study, the user can choose
between two topics, History and Geography; this gives the user the possibility of
deciding the topic she is most familiar with, or interested in. We chose History
and Geography as representative topics since they consist of factual knowledge,
which is often studied with flashcards. The human-created cards for History were
taken from decks with titles: “Christianity” and “French Revolution”, while our
cards were generated from the Wikipedia article “French Revolution” and the
history section of the article “Germany”. For Geography, the topics were “India”, “Physical Geography” and “General Geography” for the human-created
cards; and our cards were generated from the article “Atmosphere”, and the
geography section of the articles “India” and “China”. For each category, we
randomly chose 25 cards from the generated cards and mixed them with 25 randomly chosen cards from the human-created decks. The origin of the flashcards,
i.e., whether they are automatically generated or human created, was not revealed to the participants. 50 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turks took
part in the study. Data from participants which completed the study in less than
1, 000 seconds was discarded. From the remaining, 21 participants selected the
category history and 27 geography. Figure 3 show the results of our user study.
The maximum score for helpfulness and comprehensibility is 3 and minimum is
0; and for correctness maximum is 1 and minimum is 0.
The results show that in the case of geography there is no statistically meaningful difference between human-created and our cards for either of the three
aspects. For history, the difference for helpfulness and comprehensibility is statistically significant (p < 0.01), with human cards being marginally better than
our cards. Neither category revealed a statistically significant difference in perceived correctness. Upon further investigation we found that the difference in
the history category is mainly due to three automatically generated flashcards
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Correctness

Helpfulness

Comprehensibility
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Fig. 3. Results of the user study. Left: Category history. Statistically significant
differences (p < 0.01) are marked with an asterisk. Right: Category geography. The
differences are not statistically significant.

which are too ambiguous. We intend to improve our generation and filtering
procedure in future work based on this insight.
Overall, this study demonstrates that the quality of our automatically generated cards is close to the quality of cards created by humans. This result validates
our system and evidences its potential for enhancing personalized learning.

7

Discussion

In this work, we have presented a system for flashcard generation from raw text.
Our system builds on recent advances in natural language processing, in particular on summarization, answer extraction, question generation and question
answering. We thereby base our work on recent ideas on combining different
models for question-answer generation and filtering. We have implemented our
system as a web application that generates flashcards from Wikipedia articles
with four different levels of detail. Our user study shows that the quality of the
cards generated by our application is comparable, or only slightly worse, than
human-created flashcards. Our work makes available a valuable tool for personalized education. By speeding up and automatizing flashcard generation, we give
students the flexibility to decide which topics to learn, beyond standard curricula. Moreover, our work can be extended and combined with existing curricula
by mapping course concepts to Wikipedia pages. A usage of knowledge graphs
can also be envisioned to link a user to adjacent topics for an automatically generated curriculum. We will explore these ideas in future work. We believe that
in the near future tools and applications such as the one presented here will play
a major role in enhancing autonomous and personalized learning. Although our
application is already functional, there is still a lot of room for improvement and
we plan to develop it further in order to improve computing efficiency and user
experience.
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